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Abstract
This paper outlines some potential applications of the open-source software tool “DiaCollo” to multi-genre diachronic corpora. Explicitly developed for the efficient extraction,
comparison, and interactive visualization of collocations from a diachronic text corpus,
DiaCollo – unlike conventional collocation extractors – is suitable for processing collocation pairs whose association strength depends on the date of their occurrence. By tracking
changes in a word’s typical collocates over time, DiaCollo can help to provide a clearer
picture of diachronic changes in the word’s usage, especially those related to semantic
shift or discourse environment. Use of the flexible DDC search engine back-end allows
user queries to make explicit reference to genre and other document-level metadata, thus
allowing e.g. independent genre-local profiles or cross-genre comparisons. In addition to
traditional static tabular display formats, a web-service plugin also offers a number of
intuitive interactive online visualizations for diachronic profile data for immediate inspection.
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Introduction

DiaCollo is a software tool for automatic collocation profiling (Church and Hanks, 1990;
Evert, 2005) in diachronic corpora such as the Deutsches Textarchiv 1 (Geyken et al., 2011) or
the Corpus of Historical American English2 (Davies, 2012) which allows users to choose the
granularity of the diachronic axis on a per-query basis (Jurish, 2015). Unlike conventional
collocation extractors such as DWDS Wortprofil3 (Didakowski and Geyken, 2013) or Sketch
Engine4 (Kilgarriff and Tugwell, 2002), DiaCollo is suitable for extraction and analysis of
diachronic collocation data, i.e. collocate pairs whose association strength depends on the
date of their occurrence and/or other document-level properties such as author or genre.
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Implementation

DiaCollo is implemented as a Perl library, and provides both a command-line interface as well
as a modular RESTful web service plugin (Fielding, 2000) with a form-based user interface
for evaluation of runtime database queries and interactive visualization of query results. For
finer-grained selection of profiling targets, DiaCollo supports the full range of the DDC5 query
1

http://www.deutschestextarchiv.de
http://corpus.byu.edu/coha
3
http://zwei.dwds.de/wp
4
http://www.sketchengine.co.uk
5
http://www.ddc-concordance.org
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Figure 1: DiaCollo interactive tag-cloud visualization of the k = 10 most strongly divergent
adjectives immediately preceding the noun Mann (“man”) in the genres “science” (warm
colors) and “belles lettres” (cool colors) over the Deutsches Textarchiv corpus for the epochs
1700–1799 (left) and 1800–1899 (right).
language (Sokirko, 2003; Jurish et al., 2014) whenever the DiaCollo instance is associated with
an underlying DDC server back-end. In particular, use of the DDC back-end allows explicit
reference to all document-level metadata encoded in the corpus, including e.g. text genre
for the Deutsches Textarchiv DiaCollo index accessible at http://kaskade.dwds.de/dstar/
dta/diacollo/.6
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Example

Figure 1 contains example tag-cloud visualizations for a cross-genre comparison over the
Deutsches Textarchiv corpus. The DDC back-end was used to acquire raw frequency counts
over 100-year epochs for all adjectives in immediately preceding the noun Mann (“man”)
in the genres Wissenschaft (“science”) and Belletristik (“belles lettres”), respectively. After
computing association scores (Evert, 2008; Rychlý, 2008) for each such candidate collocate, the
DiaCollo engine extracts and returns the k collocates in each epoch with the greatest absolute
score differences. In the tag-cloud visualization mode, absolute score differences are mapped to
tag font-size, and the signs of the score differences are mapped to an intuitive color-scale, with
warm tones indicating a relative preference for the “science” genre and cool tones indicating
a preference for “belles lettres”. As Figure 1 shows, men in scientific texts are more likely to
be described as berühmt (“famous”), erfahren (“experienced”), bedeutend (“significant”), or
tüchtig (“capable”); while men in belles lettres are more likely to be designated brav (“wellbehaved”), rechtschaffen (“righteous”), arm (“poor”), alt (“old”) – assumedly reflecting the
properties considered most salient in the context of the respective genres.
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Conclusion

A new software tool “DiaCollo” for the efficient extraction, comparison, and interactive online visualization of collocations was introduced. In its top-level incarnation as a modular
web service plugin, DiaCollo provides a simple and intuitive interface for assisting linguists,
6

For faster processing, arbitrary token- and/or document-attributes from the source corpus can be selected
for inclusion in DiaCollo’s native index structure at index compilation time. The default configuration includes
only the token attributes Lemma and Pos (“part-of-speech”) in its native index.
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lexicographers, and humanities researchers to acquire a clearer picture of variation in a word’s
usage over time and/or corpus subset. Use of either the flexible DDC search engine back-end
or compile-time index-attribute selection allows user queries to make explicit reference to
genre and other document-level metadata, thus allowing cross-genre diachronic comparisons,
as demonstrated on the basis of a simple example. Publicly accessible DiaCollo web-service
instances exist for a number of German corpora hosted by the DWDS project at the BerlinBrandenburg Academy of Sciences, and the DiaCollo source code itself is available via CPAN
at http://metacpan.org/release/DiaColloDB.
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